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September 20, 2022 
Present:        Andy Artimovich         

                      Jennifer Jones 

                      Robert Mantegari 

                      Jon Morgan 

                      Russ Kelly 

                       

Artimovich called the meeting to order at 6pm.  

 

The Board reviewed payroll and accounts payable then signed the register.  

 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Morgan, to approve the consent agenda. All were in favor. The motion carries. 

 

Artimovich shared Shaun and Hallie Estle, owners of Elite Pressure Washing, serviced the building over the weekend free of charge. 

 

Dexter Swasey, Brentwood Historical Society President, was present to thank the board for the air purifiers which are 

being purchased for the Grange. Additionally, he was there to ask for consideration of mini splits for the grange. He 

explained there are artifacts which are having mold/mildew issues and presented the board with pictures of a few items. 

Swasey is requesting mini splits be examined to help circulate air, serve as a back up heat source, offer dehumidifying and 

cooling in the summer months. Artimovich requested Swasey get some quotes from area businesses for possible 

consideration for the 2023 budget. Jones asked what the building currently has. Swasey responded just heat. He explained 

that due to the forced hot air system it is extremely difficult to hear speakers when the system kicks on. Mantegari offered 

the suggestion of a product called aseptic for combatting the mold/mildew issue on the artifacts. Jones suggested Swasey 

connect with the library about how the bid process works. Artimovich stated he could reach out to HeatPro, ReVision, 

McKenzie’s and Diamond Mechanical for mini split bids. 

 

Chief Ventura, police chief, was present to discuss South Road and the motor vehicle accident that occurred a few weeks 

prior. He explained it takes a lot to get the state to make changes to state roads and intersections. Ventura also explained 

he had previously reached out to the state about that area following an incident near Heavenly Donuts. He also stated there 

was a petition started by a resident that went around town and was submitted to the state. Ventura explained he has spoken 

with the chief engineer at DOT. He explained he learned the state has been monitoring speeds in that corridor. Ventura 

explained the speeds were about 50-60 MPH which is average for that straightaway. 

 

Ventura also stated speed was not a factor in the tragic accident a few weeks ago. He explained one of the leading factors 

in that accident was the intersection itself and the layout of it. Ventura explained during the discussion with the chief 

engineer, he voiced his desire for a traffic light. He explained what might be more realistic would be turning lanes in that 

area because blinking yellow traffic lights are not as effective. Ventura went on to discuss a sign with a yellow blinking 

light that illuminates when traffic is approaching the intersection and shared that might also be an avenue to explore. 

 

South Road is on the state’s radar according to Ventura, but the process is slow moving. He explained there needs to be 

traffic studies, traffic counts, and crash counts before changes are made. Mantergari questioned if a sign could be put up, 

but then recognized it is a state road and signage cannot be done by the town. Ventura responded there are statutes 

preventing towns from putting signs up. Morgan asked what the expectations of the timeline are on changes. Ventura 

explained it is difficult to put a timeline on it, but he hopes that within a year there would be some changes which he 

explained is not a long time in DOT standards. 

 

Ventura explained traffic accidents are up in the state of NH. The DOT has many roads to cover according to Ventura. He 

explained he is not defending DOT but instead just explaining the situation. Mantegari asked if it would help if the fire 

chief worked with the police department to reach out to the state. Ventura explained there was some discussion with 

Melissa Litchfield, State Rep, to coordinate efforts for the most effective method of communicating with the state. He 

stated the town is in support of changes and those involved seem to be on the same page.  

 

Rick Murphy, Emergency Management Director, stated he thinks the approach to the intersection being addressed by the 

state should involve Route 125 being mentioned as an evacuation point and state transportation route. He explained an 

incident there could affect safe evacuation in the event of a Seabrook situation. 
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Taylor Smith, South Road, stated she was one of the first responders to the accident. She shared the speed limit on South 

Road is 30 MPH. Smith explained she believes drivers are exceeding that limit frequently and believes there is now a 

concrete company that is using South Road as a cut through. She asked if there is a possibility for speed bumps on South 

Road or a flashing stop sign on South Road. Chief Ventura thanked Smith for her thoughts and suggestions. He explained 

he still needs to work with the state for any changes to be certain those changes will not negatively impact Route 125 or 

the existing concerns of safety. 

 

Smith also shared she does not believe Brentwood has a representative to the Rockingham County Planning Commission. 

She expressed she believes this is one less avenue the residents have to be heard. Morgan responded he believes Stephanie 

Kizza might have recently been appointed to that position and will confirm that for certain. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, asked if the county can be a resource for helping with the change due to the county’s 

court being in Brentwood. Artimovich explained the court is owned by the state and not the county. 

 

Julie Velevis, Lyford Lane, asked if the state has considered the employees traveling through the South Road intersection 

going to the courthouse. Ventura responded that the traffic study does examine that and takes it into account. 

 

Taylor Smith, South Road, asked what the next steps are and who the key people are who she can follow up with. Chief 

Ventura responded that people could start with their state representatives, Department of Transportation, and Rockingham 

County Planning Commission. Artimovich said the town’s point person will be Chief Ventura. 

 

Artimovich asked Rick Murphy, Emergency Management Director, when the next meeting was for him. Murphy 

responded it will be Tuesday and he will be meeting with the state liaison. He went on to explain that every drill cycle is 

evaluated on evacuation and traffic control points. 

 

Kelly asked who oversees determining visibility issues such as temporary signs. Chief Ventura said DOT is responsible 

for removing items they deem unsafe. He explained it is also a self-policing issue and that regulations exist on proper 

placement of temporary signs. Artimovich stated he believes the Chief is saying, “if you see something, say something”.  

 

Kelly asked if how the accident at the South Road intersection occurred was released to the public. Ventura responded he 

was not comfortable sharing that information because it is a civil issue. He also stated there are no criminal charges 

coming as a result of the accident. Artimovich asked Wayne Robinson, road agent, if the stop signs are the state’s 

responsibility. Robinson answered for intersections of Route 125 and 111A, it is the state's responsibility. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, requested the email addresses of state level contacts be listed in the newsletter. Jones 

explained it would not be published until the November/December newsletter. Artimovich stated they would be added to 

the minutes and Karen Clement, Town Administrator, would also forward it to the newsletter. Magnusson asked if the 

contact information was on the town website. Clement responded she could add it. 

 

Email addresses: 

• William Lambert, DOT contact William.R.Lambert@dot.nh.gov 

• David Walker, Assistant Director, Rockingham Planning Commission dwalker@therpc.org 

• Scott Bogle, Senior Transportation Planner, Rockingham Planning Commission sbogle@therpc.org  
 

Rick Murphy, Emergency Management Director, was present to speak on his budget. Murphy had this to share: 

• He has already submitted his budget 

• He plans for no changes 

• Reminded board his budget is based on initial response as there is no way to anticipate major emergencies 

• He has never gone over his budget and most of it is referred back to the general fund at the end of the year 

• Money is set aside for emergency repairs of generators, radios, facilities, infrastructure 

• Emergency mitigation plan has been completed and is currently second in the queue to be finalized 

• Emergency operations plans should be worked on by the end of the year 

• Meeting with liaison happens quarterly to review all the emergency equipment housed at the fire department 

• Completed the Seabrook emergency drill cycle – 2 practice drills and a graded exercise with FEMA 

mailto:William.R.Lambert@dot.nh.gov
mailto:dwalker@therpc.org
mailto:sbogle@therpc.org
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o Passed  

o No deficiencies found 

• Meeting next Wednesday for the quarterly Seabrook summit 

o Hoping for answers on why siren was sounded and explanation for how it happened 

o Feedback from FEMA on last drill cycle 

 

Artimovich asked if there are anticipated changes in revenue. Murphy responded the town receives $8500 per year from 

Seabrook which allows the town to manage the plan, administrative costs, to cover failed equipment during the cycle, 

laptops, phone equipment, lighted signage, etc.  

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, asked if the town has access to additional fuel tanks in the event of energy supply chain 

issues. Murphy responded there are agreements in place for propane and fuel in the case of an emergency. Access would 

be limited to the emergency center and the rec center because it functions as a warming/heating shelter. Murphy explained 

the rec center cannot serve as an overnight shelter because it is not ADA accessible, but there are regional shelters in 

Kingston and at Exeter High School, if needed. Magnusson stated supply fuels in New England are at an all time low. She 

expressed concern about not having a supply tank and cautioned the town about not having a specific contract for 

emergencies. Murphy stated he does not believe the town is in a position to store fuels on their properties. He mentioned 

the town has resources through the state that could be utilized in addition being part of the Emergency Planning Zone for 

Seabrook offers additional options. Murphy stated the town must face each emergency as they come using the designed 

procedures. 

 

Karen Clement, Town Administrator, offered updates on legal, waste disposal, executive office, general government, 

government buildings, assessing, and welfare. 

 

Legal 

• Budget is near exhausted this year 

• Increase for 2023 budget is anticipated due to various code enforcement issues 

 

Waste Collection/Disposal 

• Slated to increase by 4% escalator 

 

Executive Office 

• Increasing postage budget based on increased rates 

 

General Government/Government Buildings 

• Clement to work on RFP for cleaning services for all town buildings 

 

Assessing 

• No large increase anticipated 

 

Welfare 

• Sue Benoit looking to retire 

• Will be a need to fill that vacancy 

 

Artimovich stated anyone looking to fill that vacancy, please see Karen Clement. 

 

Bob Stephens, Conservation Committee Chairperson, was present to discuss the current budget with the selectboard. He 

shared the following information. 

 

Conservation Commission (ConCom) 

• Level funded 

• Under budget in expenditures 

• Looking to procure a lawn mower to maintain trails 
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o Ride behind type 

o Field/brush mower 

o Plans to approach board for it next month 

 

Stephens shared he would like to make the purchase on this year’s budget. He stated inflation and supply issues as a few 

of the factors behind this decision. Artimovich added there may be good deals at the end of the season and offered that as 

something to consider. Kelly asked if there would be a place to store that equipment and if a trailer would be needed. 

Stephens responded he has spoken with Robinson and the storage is all worked out. Robinson stated he has a trailer at the 

highway shed that can be used. Stephens said he is working on getting quotes. Clement responded that if it the cost is 

higher than $10,000 a formal RFP would need to be done. Kelly suggested looking into a brush hog, which is used by 

utilities. Stephens stated he has not started researching yet. 

 

• Sign for Class 6 Roads and Class A trails also discussed under Conservation Commission 

o Help make people aware during mud season 

o Hoping to get sign put up by February, ahead of mud season 

o By law, abutters must be able to access the roads and trails, whenever they would like 

o Subject to gates and bars 

 

Kip Kaiser, Building Inspector/Code Enforcement/Maintenance Facilitator, was present to discuss his budget. Here is a 

recap of what he presented. 

 

• Year-to-date there have been 340 permits 

• Past years have been around 280 permits for the year 

• Revenues from permit fees $78,782 

• Budget was set at $68,468 

• Only line in budget that has been exceeded is electrical inspections 

o Last year allocated $4,800 to be expended 

o This current year amount was also set at $4,800 

o Currently have already expended $5,700 

o Permit fees brought in electrical inspections is currently at $9,600 

• 2018 building codes were adopted in NH requiring new code paperwork to be purchased 

• 2020 electrical codes were adopted in NH requiring new code paperwork to be purchased 

• Acted on 17 complaints – some currently in the court system 

• Investigated multiple complaints 

• Projects this year 

o Doors at BRC 

o New carpet 

o RFPs – including Highway garage and office currently in construction phase 

 

Artimovich explained to the board that permit fees go into the general fund, giving the appearance Kaiser overspent. 

There were no further questions or comments on Kaiser’s budget. 

 

Artimovich explained Kaiser had previously proposed a Business Occupancy Permit and Registration form. The form 

would allow the town to know who is operating a business, type of building construction (steel, wood, brick, etc), how to 

contact business owner and/or owner of property and what type of hazardous materials may be on the premises. The 

information would also serve to keep police, fire, and inspectors safer by knowing potential hazards. In 2015, a new code 

was adopted that requires businesses to have an occupancy permit. 

 

Chief Bird, from fire, supports the registration form and feels it should have been done sometime ago. He referenced a 

business park that has changeover in businesses frequently. The fire department has no record of current owners, if they 

are compliant with fire codes, or what type of hazardous material may be on the premises. 

 

Kaiser explained the desire is not to drive businesses out, but instead to offer safety to rescue personnel and other 

businesses nearby. Additionally, every year or two, the town is required to fill out an extensive packet that helps sets the 
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insurance rates. Kaiser explained he does not always have the necessary information to appropriately fill out the form. 

Artimovich asked if there is a need for a new town ordinance. Clement responded she did not believe there was a need for 

an ordinance. Mantegari asked if this same requirement falls under the 2018 rules. 

 

Jones asked what the enforcement would be for businesses we know are not compliant. Kaiser responded he is currently 

already acting on complaints of businesses operating without occupancy permits or in an illegal manner. He noted the 

desire is to garner a list of businesses and the plan would be no charge for existing businesses in good legal standing.  

 

Jones asked for clarification on when the form would be done. What step in the process of a new business would this form 

be accepted. Kaiser responded he would like to see the planning board, town, and the building inspector promote it. Jones 

stated it would be important to have a plan if the goal is to get as many businesses onboard as possible. 

 

Morgan asked how necessary the $100 fee is to new businesses as he believes it is a burden and makes it harder on new 

businesses coming into town. Kaiser responded that $100 does not seem unreasonable and should not be a huge burden 

for a commercial enterprise. Morgan asked again if the amount was necessary. Clement responded it would help offset the 

cost of code enforcement and fire inspections. Kaiser stated there is a fair amount of time spent in the field doing 

inspections by both him and the fire department inspectors. 

 

Morgan contended businesses coming to Brentwood have to pay a large sum of money in fees as part of their site plan. 

There was a great deal of discussion on the reasoning behind the form, the exact wording on the form, and what site plan 

information is available regarding the actual structure.  

 

Bob Stephens, Northrup Drive, offered clarification that a building permit and occupancy permit are different. 

 

Lois DeYoung, Crawley Falls Road, stated there are eighty businesses in Brentwood based on her research. She asked 

how a home business and a commercial business would be differentiated without the use of the form. Artimovich 

explained Kaiser would be focusing on commercial businesses first. She supports the occupancy form/permit. 

 

Jim Michaud, Route 125, stated as a commercial landlord he was in favor of a business occupancy permit. He would 

encourage the town to inform landlords this form exists. He stressed how important it would be to get the information 

disseminated to commercial landlords. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, suggested a notice go out with tax bills. Kaiser responded those receiving the tax bill 

may not always be the business owner. 

 

Kim Leo, Lebreux Street, asked about home businesses that do not operate out of their home such as doulas, 

photographers, seamstresses, etc. Artimovich stated the current focus would be on businesses in commercial space. Kaiser 

responded he is not presenting on that side of the business aspect. He stated he does try to be as just, fair, and equitable as 

possible.  

 

Kelly shared he believes the conversation shows there is still a lot of work to do to get educated and come up with an 

efficient system. He believes consistency is important to help attract businesses. Kaiser stated many businesses call and 

ask about the business registration form because it is common in many communities. Artimovich added it is not 

something out of the norm. 

 

Mantegari read aloud from the proposed form referencing IBC[A]111.1 and argued it could not be used for the use of a 

new business. Kaiser responded it covers a change in business use. There was a lengthy discussion about the language 

used on the form.  

 

Jim Michaud, Route 125, asked if it was possible to simplify the form by stating you have an occupancy permit certifying 

the right to occupy the building but not operate a business yet. The business then must be certified to operate said 

business.  
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Jones responded that she believes that is what Kaiser is saying. Clement suggested calling it a business operating permit. 

Morgan argued then the language of IBC[A]111.1 could not be used as the regulation. 

 

Kaiser explained the board asked a few years ago for him to research it. He explained he got the language out of the code 

book. Kaiser explained when building use changes, it does not always go back to the site plan. Morgan admitted there 

may be an enforcement issue with situations like that and questioned why the town would want an additional enforcement 

issue. Artimovich explained the desire is not enforcement issues, but to improve on record keeping. 

 

More discussion followed on the exact wording and reference of IBC[A]111.1. Morgan stated he is in favor of some type 

of form, but without the specific wording from IBC[A]111.1 regulation listed.  

 

Bob Stephens, Northrup Drive, stated he is a business owner and feels that what is being discussed is just a license to do 

business in Brentwood. 

 

Artimovich asked Kaiser to redesign the form and resubmit it as an operating license. Kaiser agreed to make changes. 

Artimovich stated he believes the consensus of the board is that a form registering businesses would be supported. Kaiser 

asked who would be handling the license, as he is familiar with permits not licenses. Mantegari stated it would be a permit 

that remains in effect as long as the business remains in that set location. A license would expire according to Mantegari. 

Artimovich stated it would be a permit not a license. 

 

Jillian Benedix, Planning Board Administrative Assistant and Kristin Aldred-Cheek, Planning Board Chair, were present 

to discuss Planning Board Budget information.  

 

Planning Board 

• Under budget due to lack of staff for a period of time 

• Want to make things more accessible for people 

o Spending funds on dropbox to allow members to see items ahead of meetings 

o Desire to have a screen and projector to help with presentations 

o Emails for board members 

 

Aldred-Cheek asked why the planning board does not have email addresses or why they cannot. Clement responded that 

the previous chair did not see the need for them, so they were never implemented. Artimovich agrees the Planning Board 

should have government addresses for Right-to-Know Requests. Clement stated the planning board currently has a 

general email and asked if the desire was for all members to have their own. Clement added the cost is $4 per person per 

month. Kelly asked if there have been any issues in the past for each member to have their own email addresses and if 

every member of every board receives a government email address. Clement responded that not every member of every 

board automatically obtains an email address. 

 

Jones asked if information is sent out ahead of the meetings. Benedix responded it is sent to their personal email 

addresses. Jones feels those members should have town email addresses for official business. Jones cautioned the Chair to 

be aware of quorum issues and not utilizing the reply all option. Clement shared if a person sends an email using BCC, the 

receiver cannot reply all which prevents quorum issues. Artimovich stated anyone needing information for a meeting 

should not be getting it to their person emails. Kelly feels the cost is negligible to prevent any potential 91A requests. 

Clement asked why dropbox would not be utilized instead of emailing all the documents. Aldred-Cheek responded she 

prefers email. Artimovich stated emails would be part of the Planning Board budget. Clement asked if that cost would be 

part of her IT budget. 

 

Benedix shared the Master Plan survey is available online and via hardcopy available at the town office and library. 

 

Janice Wiers, Library Director, stated it was posted at the library already. She requested to be told when it is permissible 

to take it down. 

 

Clement spoke about the Finance Budget. 
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Finance 

• Payroll costs – with possible rate increases 

• Training items for different classes 

• Approved cash reconciliation coming out of impact fees and then moving it into operating budget for 2023 

 

No questions from the board on the finance budget. 

 

Budget Committee was discussed by Jack Mitchell. His recap includes the following: 

 

Budget Committee 

• Looks similar to past years 

• No new items anticipated at the moment 

• Small budget of just $500 

 

Mitchell asked for confirmation on the scheduled date of October 25. The board had no questions for the budget 

committee representative. 

 

Daphne Woss, Town Clerk/Tax Collector, was present to share updates from her department. She was congratulated on 

another successful election. Woss reported the following: 

 

Town Clerk/Tax Collector  

• There was 33% voter turnout for the recent primaries 

• 97% of tax bills are paid 

• Currently just below what was done for the entire year last year with 3 more months to go 

• Dog licenses will be a planned increase for the next budget  

• Cost to research tax liens will increase as well 

• Town election and town meeting are planned for next year 

• November 8th is the next election 

 

Bob Mantegari, board member, spoke on behalf of Rebecca Dunham on Regional Associations 

 

Regional Associations 

• Amount to remain at $17,500 

• Proposals will be reviewed by Clement and Sue Benoit, Welfare Director 

• Level funded 

 

Jones asked if that amount has increased over time. Mantegari and Artimovich responded it has decreased from a high of 

$23,000. Mantegari explained this past year there was a struggle to reach the budgeted amount due to funds available from 

other sources. 

 

Debt Service and Information Systems were addressed by Clement. 

 

Information Systems 

• Contract with Block 5 was a multi-year contract which will remain stable 

 

Debt Service 

• Conservation Bond on warrant this year 

o Have not drawn or closed any of the money 

o No principle or interest anticipated 

• Next debt reduction is expected 2025 

 

Recreation Director, Andrew Gray, was present to discuss the Recreation Department and Joint Loss budgets 
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Recreation Budget 

• Budget wise, on pace to finish where he anticipated 

• Another successful year for rec 

• Some programs returning to pre-covid numbers, others struggling to get back to pre-covid enrollment 

• Community center rentals 

o Last year – 39 rentals for entire year 

o This year – currently at 25 

o Prior to Covid – about 55 rentals per year 

o About $800 more from facility rentals due to longer rentals occurring 

• Plan a heavier focus on facility upgrades/improvements 

o Hoping to increase rentals 

o Hoping to increase general participation 

• Planning field improvements as well 

o Foot traffic has increased from town events such as National Night Out, Haunted Walk 

o Work with EJBSL and EYSA to help pay for field repair 

• Summer Camp  

o One of biggest programs 

o Numbers getting back to precovid enrollment 

o Looking to potentially start a teen camp for 6th – 8th graders 

• Expect major budget increases 

o Portable toilets 

o Electricity 

o Fuel 

 

Artimovich asked about striping at the BRC. Gray has been in contact with the striping company. His goal was to have it 

completed prior to the previous election, but weather and their schedules played factors in that. Gray will be requesting 

more handicap spots along the pavilion and the corner near the basketball courts. 

 

JLMC 

• No budget increases expected 

 

Wayne Robinson, road agent, was present to discuss the highway budget. 

 

Highway 

• Most line items are in good shape 

• Trucks have been biggest challenge 

o Repairs needed 

o Code reader needed to determine issues 

▪ Estimated cost was $5000-$6000 to be repaired 

▪ Employees researched issue and fixed the truck for $100 

o All trucks registered and inspected 

o Another truck needs lights on front and back near sander 

o 2 new trucks waiting for pieces for the plow 

• Salt/Sand are expected increases for the next budget 

o Sand is expected to be $11,635 for 500 yards 

o Salt estimated at $150,000  

• Road construction budget has $29,917.56 remaining 

• Fuel line of $25,000 will be over – currently over by $8,190  

 

Artimovich suggested possibly purchasing a code reader for the highway shed.  

 

Jim Michaud, Route 125, stated a decent code reader could be between $500 - $2000. 
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Mantegari asked how much sand was needed last year. Robinson responded 500 yards. Artimovich asked if there will be 

any new roads this year. Clement responded not that she could recall since Three Ponds will not be maintained by the 

town for at least 3 years.  

 

Jones asked if having a buffer for salt would be necessary. Robinson responded he was unsure and explained it is hard to 

predict what the weather is going to do. Artimovich asked about using a different salt supplier. Robinson responded the 

other supplier is higher than the current one and he has a good working relationship with the current vendor. 

 

Morgan is acceptable to having a salt buffer. He voiced concern it would not solve the issue of the product freezing. Jones 

suggested splitting the difference between the suggested 2500 ton and the previous 2000-ton purchase. Artimovich asked 

how many storms worth of premix can be stored. Robinson responded about 2 storms’ worth. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, suggests purchasing commodities such as salt and sand, while they are available. 

 

Jones asked if salt can be carried forward to the following year. Mantegari asked how many truckloads are needed to 

reach the 2000-ton amount of salt. Robinson speculated it is probably about 60 tractor trailer truck loads. 

 

Morgan motioned, seconded by Mantegari, for 2,250 ton of salt from Morton Salt in the amount of $163,575. All were in 

favor. 

 

Mantegari motioned, Morgan seconded, to purchase 500 yards of winter sand at $23.27 per yard from CJ Beebe in the 

amount of $11,635. All were in favor. 

 

Mantegari asked about cold patch in potholes. Robinson responded that the highway guys have been out filling holes. 

 

Artimovich shared information on NH Retirement. Starting in July, the rates will decrease for all sectors – fire, police, 

public. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chief Bird, fire chief, was present to discuss the fire department. 

 

Fire Department Budget 

• Looks good 

• 4th full-timer will be starting soon 

o Will work on days for 1½ - 2 months 

o Comes from Danville 

o License only 1 year 

o Firefighter I certification received in June 

o Firefighter II class is currently being attended  

o Waiting on physical results 

• Vehicle fuel line item is “in trouble” 

• Warrant article being considered 

• Building maintenance line may increase 

o AC 

o Heating units 

o Generator 

 

Jones asked how the double coverage looks once the fourth firefighter is trained up. Bird responded the schedule is still a 

little short. Call volume has increased according to Bird. He also explained the jail and nursing home is relying on the 

department for more transports. Chief is expecting about 940 calls by the end of the year. 

 January – June July - December 

Employee 14.06% 13.53% 

Police 33.88% 31.28% 

Fire 32.99% 30.35% 
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Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, asked if the town is reimbursed by the county for the services provided to inmates and 

nursing home residents. Chief Bird replied that the jail has a program similar to Medicaid for reimbursing the town. He 

went on to explain the nursing home utilizes the individual insurance of its residents. 

 

Artimovich asked about the collection rate. Bird was not sure. 

 

Janice Wiers, library director, was present to discuss the library budget. 

 

Library Budget Recap 

• Doing well on budget 

• Things are on target 

• Expecting to return some money 

• Electric has increased and will increase for next year’s budget 

• Computer line is a little low 

• Compensations will be an anticipated major increase 

o Patron has been researching and collecting data 

o Request for a 30-minute presentation (possibly longer depending on the number of questions) to be shown 

to the selectboard and budget committee prior to the 11/29 meeting 

▪ November 1 will be the presentation date 

▪ Budget Committee will be invited to join the presentation as well 

• Operating budget is level funded again this year 

• Warrant article for amphitheater 

• 26 new cards given out last month 

• Reached about 87% pre-pandemic circulation 

 

Mantegari requested a preliminary budget from the structural engineer for the amphitheater for the purpose of the warrant 

article. Wiers responded engineer will provide it. She also stated there is discussion for the installation of an elevator to 

allow for the use of the lower level. Mantegari asked if impact fees could be used for that. Clement responded there are 

funds, but not enough to cover the full cost of an elevator and the impact fees could be used. 

 

Artimovich asked if there is any way to show the revenue from Eversource. Clement responded yes, as they have their 

own budget line. 

 

Mantegari asked when the mini split work will begin. Wiers responded it is currently scheduled for January/February. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, asked if the town has looked into a new supplier for energy. She shared she believes you 

can ask for a municipal rate as well.  

 

Wiers responded that researching a new supplier is something that will occur. She also mentioned that direct energy’s 

rates have been increasing. 

 

Chief Ventura, police chief, was present to discuss the police budget and animal control  

 

Police Budget 

• Year-to-date, budget is going well 

• Uniform costs are at 50% rather than anticipated 66% 

• Fuel costs have been a challenge 

o $3500 over budget  

• Maintenance costs are higher than anticipated 

o Inherited many maintenance issues 

o Expecting to increase it for next budget season 

• Looking to cut OT budget for next year 
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• NH retirement line will decrease as well 

• Personnel is biggest focus 

• Possible warrant article for new full-time position 

• Retention of personnel is a goal 

• Double coverage is also a focus 

• No intention to move forward with building a new facility in 2023 

 

Animal Control 

• No intent to decrease or eliminate at this point 

• Not sure position will be filled next year 

• Officers currently handling those responsibilities 

 

Chief Ventura shared with the board that over the last few weeks the officers have been visiting Swasey school as a 

community policing opportunity and experience for the officers. Through that experience, it was learned there are a few 

issues according to Ventura. He explained he will be approaching the board in the next few weeks with a solution. 

Artimovich asked what happened to the money for the repeater system for the PD. Clement responded it was put into the 

general fund because it was not expended. Jones asked why it did not happen. Artimovich responded there was a vacancy, 

and it did not get accomplished. Ventura stated the rough estimate is $40,000. 

 

Kim Leo, Lebreaux Street, stated there were solar speed limit signs in the town’s possession. She asked where they went. 

She requested the sign be put back out. Ventura stated it has not been at the top of his list, but it is on the list to be 

addressed.  

 

Clement spoke on Insurance. 

 

• Rates will become available in October 

• Plans will be reviewed  

• Employees have been asked to review options and inform of any changes that may impact plan participation 

• Does not expect a decrease in HealthTrust costs 

• Primex 

o 4 car accidents 

o Utility pole incident 

o No workers compensation claims resulting in lost wages 

 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones, to purchase 3 MA40 air purifiers and filters for the town office in the amount of 

$1410 from impact fees; 2 MA40 air purifiers and filters for the PD in the amount of $940 from impact fees; 2 MA112 air 

purifiers and filters and 1 MA40 air purifier and filters for the library in the amount of $2170 from impact fees; and the 

purchase of 2 MA40 air purifiers and filters for grange in the amount of $940 from government buildings budget. All were 

in favor. 

 

Planning Board alternate legal opinion was reviewed. Selectboard voted to appoint Jones as the alternate at the previous 

meeting according to Artimovich. Jones will remain the alternate. 

 

Artimovich asked if any selectboard members would like to serve as an alternate to the budget committee. No decision 

was made but will be discussed at the next board meeting ahead of the October 3rd budget committee meeting. 

 

Jones read the Childhood Cancer Awareness Proclamation.  

“WHEREAS, the American Cancer Fund for Children and Kids Cancer Connection report cancer is the leading cause of 

death by disease among U.S. children between infancy and age 15. This tragic disease is detected in more than 16,000 of 

our country's young people each and every year; and   
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WHEREAS, one in five of our nation's children loses his or her battle with cancer.  Many infants, children and teens will 

suffer from long-term effects of comprehensive treatment, including secondary cancers.  An estimated 400,000 children 

and adolescents are diagnosed with cancer globally each year; and 

 

WHEREAS, founded nearly thirty years ago by Steven Firestein, a member of the philanthropic Max Factor cosmetics 

family, the American Cancer Fund for Children, Inc., Kids Cancer Connection, Inc. along with Lions Clubs International 

are dedicated to helping these children and their families; and  

 

WHEREAS, the American Cancer Fund for Children and Kids Cancer Connection provide a variety of vital patient 

psychosocial services to children undergoing cancer treatment at The Children's Hospital at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical 

Center, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Norris Cotton Cancer Center in Lebanon, as well as participating hospitals throughout the 

country, thereby enhancing the quality of life for these children and their families; and  

 

WHEREAS, the American Cancer Fund for Children and Kids Cancer Connection also sponsor toy distributions, 

Laughternoon - Laughter is Healing, positive appearance programs, pet-assisted therapy, KCC Supercar Experience, 

educational programs and hospital celebrations in honor of a child's determination and bravery to fight the battle against 

childhood cancer.” 

  

Jones motioned, Mantegari seconded, to support the proclamation. All were in favor. 

 

Artimovich asked Clement to add 2 items to the agenda for the next meeting – Chief Ventura for the radios and Kelly for 

the energy and business discussion.  

 

Jones shared there is a Superintendent Survey posted on the SAU 16 website. 

 

Artimovich presented the board with a voluntary lot merger for 217.048.000 and 217.052.000 from the planning board. 

Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones to sign the lot merger form. Four were in favor. No objections. Morgan abstained. 

 

Kris Magnusson, Wendell Drive, read a letter of interest to volunteer for the energy and environment subcommittee. 

Artimovich explained the subcommittee was tabled and will be on September 27th agenda. 

 

Clement shared from the last communications subcommittee meeting, there was discussion about creating a process for 

expressing interest in joining a committee. 

 

Robinson shared there is a tree on Lake Road that will need to be removed. Bolduc tree service will remove the tree. It is 

on a scenic road near the area of Ole Gordon Road and will cost $900 to be removed according to Robinson. Mantegari 

motioned, seconded by Jones, to vote the tree be removed as a hazard to life and safety. All were in favor. 

 

At 9:18pm, Mantegari motioned, seconded by Jones, to go into non-public for personnel and legal reasons. All were in 

favor. 

 

At 9:41pm, Mantegari motioned to come out of nonpublic and seal the minutes from the non-public meeting. 

Jones seconded the motion.  Artimovich – aye; Jones – aye; Mantegari – aye; Kelly – aye; Morgan – aye. 

 

At 9:41 pm, Mantegari motioned, seconded by Morgan, to adjourn. All were in favor. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Tamera Peek 
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